Fitness epistasis among 6 biosynthetic loci in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
We generated all possible haploid and homozygous diploid genotypes at 6 biosynthetic loci in yeast and scored their fitness to examine whether there was any pattern of weak synergistic epistasis, which is a requirement of the deterministic mutation model for the evolution of sex. We measured 4 components of fitness: haploid growth rate, haploid mating efficiency, diploid growth rate, and diploid sporulation efficiency. We found that in agreement with previous work in yeast, epistasis tended to be small in magnitude and variable in sign, regardless of the fitness component measured. The number of background mutations had either no effect or no consistent effect on epistasis distributions. For every combination of 2 loci in a mutation-free background, we also generated all heterozygous genotypes so that we could partition diploid epistasis into additive x additive, additive x dominance, and dominance x dominance epistasis. Our main interest was in determining whether dominance by dominance epistasis was large and negative, which is a requirement of diploid models with inbreeding to explain high levels of recombination. Dominance by dominance epistasis estimates obtained by partitioning diploid epistasis for growth rates were both positive and negative. With the caveat that our results are based on only 6 biosynthetic loci, epistasis for fitness is not supported as an explanation for the maintenance of sex or the high rate of meiotic recombination in yeast.